“The expectation that we can be
immersed in suffering and loss
daily and not be touched by it is
as unrealistic as expecting to be
able to walk through water
without getting wet.”
-Rachel Remen
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• Understand concept of Trauma Stewardship
• Types of trauma exposures
• Responses of a trauma worker
• Secondary Traumatic Stress
• Exposure responses
• Compassion Satisfaction

• Self-Care

• Developing a deep sense of awareness of caring for ourselves
while caring for others who have gone through hardships, pain,
or traumatic experiences.
• Responsibly guiding other humans who are suffering
• Joy and pain are realities of life and suffering can be
transformed to meaningful growth and healing.
• “Although trauma stewardship tells us we have choices about
where to put our focus, it does not simply involve putting on a
happy face. If we are truly to know joy, we cannot afford to
shut down our experience of pain.”

• Personal Dynamics (Reflections of Why)
• Who we are, our own histories, what brought us to this work, our strengths,
and resources, emotional leftovers

• Organizational Tendencies
• What resources are available, education, view on our job and the
importance of it

• Societal Forces
• How the world views what we do and how they label it
• When you tell people what you do what do they say?

• Secondary Traumatic Stress: (Primary and Secondary Exposure)
• Daily responsibilities even when nothing is going wrong (supervision,
paperwork, remembering to build relationships, possibility of accusation,
always being on your toes).

• Significant Incidents:
• Restraints, aggression, verbal aggression, witness to self harm, elopement,
injury, sexually acting out, excessive chaos, etc.

• Near misses/sentinel events:
• Suicide attempts and actual patient death, successful elopement,
significant injury, etc.

• Trauma Exposure Responses:
• “The transformation that takes place within us as a result of the exposure
to the suffering of other living beings.” There are 16 of them.

• “It is perfectly normal to have a response to trauma exposure.
This means you still have the capacity to connect your internal
world with the external reality.” Following are 16 normal
responses.

Three perceptions that increase this response
• Feeling personally responsible for the situation, even when you
did your best
• Seeing no possibility of relief or positive change
• Feeling the current struggles will repeat in another time and place
(There’s always another kid who needs help)

• “I’m not doing enough and I should be
doing more”
• Feeling inadequate (“all my kids are on
explorer!” “am I even a good staff?”)
• If I don’t feel good about it I might
blame it on someone else
•
•
•
•
•

“This one staff …”
“Well administration…”
“That one nurse….”
“This one kid…”
“The therapist…”

• When we question “are we _____
enough?” we confuse our ability for
honest evaluation

•
•
•
•
•

Always being “on”
Everything is a risk
Aren’t able to disconnect from work
Always anticipating what’s next
The state of not being mindful

• Getting rigid, inability to change
• Having a hard time adapting to new and better things
• Stuck in a rut and job satisfaction decreases

• Unable to hold the entirety of a situation in our hands
• If we can’t manage the whole picture we break it up, take sides,
blame….
• You might have this problem if
• You say “no” a lot
• You have rigid expectations of
coworkers or others
• You jump to conclusions and don’t
consider the other person’s
perspective

• Downplaying anything that isn’t the most extreme
• Different than triaging or prioritizing…
• Losing compassion and ability to empathize because we
compare suffering in a hierarchy
• “Well I didn’t get hit in the head”
• If you minimize others experiences it is invalidating

• Two types of tired…. Harddays-work-tired vs. heart-tired
• Trauma exposure creates tiring
that makes our bodies and
minds require more attention to
become fully refreshed
• Our fatigue comes out in
physical ways…. headaches,
body aches, depression, blood
pressure, etc.

• You hope you don’t have to do your job …. “I hope I get in a
car accident on the way to work”
• “I hope I wake up sick tomorrow”
• Effects your personal
life: go out with people
less, connect less, stop
answering the phone,
stop doing the things
that once brought you
joy

• Checking out and not really being here
• I.E. you didn’t hear what someone was saying to you for minutes
on end because you were thinking about work or you drive home
and don’t remember the drive because of work
• It’s important to notice the experience, avoid isolation, seek out
support

• Mistreatment can become a self-fulfilling prophecy… we seek it
out and show it as further evidence we are being wronged
• Choosing to remain powerless in the face of adversity
• Taking things personal….
• Being reactive instead of
refusing to engage in
antagonistic topics
• This is perpetuated by gossip
• You must instead decide what
you are in control of

• Feeling badly when you are doing well
• Our response if we feel badly about this is to downplay the
good things we like
• One of the strongest signs of trauma exposure because it blocks
our experience of pleasure, peace, and happiness

• Intense feelings of personal vulnerability or of potential
victimization
• Is a natural and healthy response to much of what we witness
• Might delay response for working – impacts confidence
• Over-responding to situations
in fear of it being worse
• Healthy fear vs. limiting
experiences fear

• If we are not comfortable and
aware of our anger we cant help
clients know how to process their
anger and we take it out on other
things and other people
• Anger is a healthy thing. We need
to master how to communicate
anger effectively without being
passive-aggressive, pretentious, or
needing to apologize for being
straightforward
• Cynicism: Anger with sarcasm. A
sophisticated coping mechanism
that can warp our sense of the
world

• Because we are so overwhelmed our emotions shut down
• Like a sponge that is so saturated it cannot soak up any more
• It leaks out everywhere else (yelling at the dog, being more mad
at our kids)
• We can get comfortable in an
adrenaline state…so when it’s not
there we seek it out
• Alcohol and drugs are the easiest
tools for numbing

• “An addiction is an attachment to something so strong that it
persists despite our understanding of its potentially destructive
nature.”
• “Productivity based identity”… addicted to work
• Ask ourselves “what am I
most attached to? What
do I count on to help me
numb out? What would I
be resistant to give up in
my life”

• When work becomes the center of our
identity
• We all need to be appreciated and
feel good at what we do. We need to
acknowledge the value of what we do
without making it all about us
• We lose site of our capacities and
limits
• Being afraid to take time off out of
worry that your coworkers/clients
won’t do well without you

• “For many of us, the elaborate architecture we build around our
hearts begins to resemble a fortress. We build up our defenses,
but the trauma keeps on coming. We add a moat, we throw in
some crocodiles, we forge more weapons, we build higher and
higher walls. Sooner or later, we find ourselves locked in by the
very defenses we have constructed for our own protection. We
will find the key to our liberation only when we accept that
what we once did to survive is now destroying us.”
• “As hard as it is to feel our full range of feelings, still more
damaging are our attempts to not feel.”
• Sometimes our feelings or behaviors are obvious and other
times we don’t even know how much it effects us or that it does.
• It goes somewhere!

• Another response of trauma workers is compassion satisfaction.
• The pleasure you derive from being able to do your work.
• Feeling effective, feeling like you contribute, feeling successful in
your job helping others.
• Activates the reward centers of our brain and can keep us
fueled for good amounts of time, especially if we develop it.
• Self care is a path to increase compassion satisfaction.

• ProQol Assessment available

• The act and capacity to take care of yourself across all
dimensions of your life.
• The ability to engage in trauma work without sacrificing other
important parts of your life
• The ability to maintain a positive attitude toward the work
despite the challenges
• Your right to be well, safe, and fulfilled

• Physical
• Sleep, eating healthy, exercise, medical care

• Psychological
• Self reflection, leisure reading, say no to extra responsibilities sometimes

• Emotional
• Spend time with loved ones, give yourself affirmations, allow yourself to cry,
find things that make you laugh,

• Spiritual
• Meditate, be open to inspiration, find meaning, engage religion

• Professional
• Take a break, chat with coworkers, set limits, identify projects/tasks that are
exciting and rewarding

• Self Care Assessments

• Personal definition of what
constitutes self care
• Attitudes toward self care
• Awareness of one’s own need
regarding self care
• Useful and effective self-care
strategies

• Anticipate obstacles and develop a plan to prevent or
overcome those obstacles
• Have a buddy/group for self care
• Take it one day at a time, one step at a time
• Reward yourself
• Be realistic
• Cover all areas of self care
• Make time and space for what you love to do
• Remember your commitment to yourself
• Do not give up

•
•
•
•
•
•

Paying attention on purpose
Being present in the moment
Fully Participating
Without judgment
Remaining calm, balanced, centered, and nonreactive
Responsive not reactive

• Results in decrease stress, negative affect, rumination, anxiety,
emotional exhaustion
• Results in increase self awareness and acceptance, ability to
uncouple stimuli from response, positive affect, self compassion,
empathy, and resilience
• Brain Response:
• Strengthens and activates left prefrontal cortex (introspection, empathy,
self-awareness, goal-directed behavior)
• Inhibits amygdala (emotional center, survival, fear), dampens response to
negative events, and shuts if off quickly once activated

• A Sense of Personal Control
• Perceive a connection between your action and how you feel. Belief that it
is your capacity to influence the course of your life

• Pursuit of Personally Meaningful Tasks
• Present and engaged in your own life; active instead of passive during
challenging times

• Healthy Lifestyle choices
• Eating healthy foods and exercising regularly

• Social Support
• Have relationships with others who can serve as a buffer in difficult
situations

• Trauma Stewards are called upon to uphold the highest
standards of professionalism, integrity, and ethics at all times in
their work with survivors who have entrusted them to safeguard
their deeply painful and personal stories and their lives

“Don’t ask yourself what the world needs. Ask yourself what makes
you come alive. And go and do that. Because the world needs
people who’ve come alive.”
--Howard Thurman

